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HOSPITAL CHARITY CARE AND THE CORPORATE CAMPAIGN: LABOR UNION EXPLOITATION OF DYSFUNCTIONAL TAX EXEMPTION LAWS

Anthony P. Merza, M.D., J.D., M.B.A., LL.M.*

INTRODUCTION

As a general policy in the United States, not-for-profit hospitals receive tax exemptions from both state and federal government. The assets of not-for-profit hospitals are held in the public trust and are devoted to the welfare of the general public, not private individuals. The foregone tax revenues will therefore, in theory, benefit the public by being deployed as assets of these tax-exempt hospitals. By not taxing not-for-profit hospitals, those hospitals will be more likely to stay open, be more financially robust, and be more able to relieve the government of its burden delivering health services to those that are unable to pay.

Recently, there has been widespread criticism of the general federal and state policy of extending tax exemption to not-for-profit "charity" hospitals. Some argue that tax-exempt hospitals are not
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4 See Aitsebaomo, supra note 2, at 84.
doing enough to benefit the public to justify the foregone tax revenues.\textsuperscript{6} These critics argue that the public would benefit more if those revenues went into the public coffers through hospital taxation.

A major indicator of how worthy a tax-exempt hospital is of its tax exemption is the amount of charity care it provides to the general public.\textsuperscript{7} Critics contend that the amount of charity care is often inadequate, and is not greater in tax-exempt hospitals than it is in for-profit hospitals.\textsuperscript{8} The charity hospital tax exemptions, they say, should therefore be abolished. These commentators assert that the tax-exemptions for the not-for-profit hospitals should either be eliminated, or punitive measures should be taken against tax-exempt hospitals because of the inadequate amount of charity care they provide.\textsuperscript{9}

This article will argue that this rhetoric against not-for-profit hospitals is misplaced. These hospitals are essential to providing health care to the general public, and financially damaging these already fiscally fragile hospitals would be devastatingly disruptive to health care access in this country. This paper starts by describing the nature of the not-for-profit hospital tax exemption policy and the criteria to justify tax exemption at the federal level and at the state level in Illinois. Part II of the paper offers a critique of Illinois' tax exemption policies and describes why in many cases the criteria for tax exemption are not realistic and are economically dysfunctional. Common criteria used for measuring the degree of charity care that a hospital delivers severely understate the amount of free care hospitals commonly deliver to the public. Part III will illustrate how the hospital industry—beyond just safety net hospitals—may be unable to cope with the loss of their tax exemptions, and how the social consequences of large scale hospital closures and/or cut-backs in services would be devastating and pervasive. Part IV argues that the government has regulated the hospital industry to such a degree that it has largely removed the hospital industry from the general economy, and therefore taxing hospitals at all makes little economic sense and the tax exemptions should be maintained regardless of how they are rationalized.

Finally, Part V illustrates how a large part of the criticisms heard in the media that tax-exempt hospitals are short-changing the
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public on the amount of charity care they deliver is sponsored and fueled by labor unions. Labor unions have adopted a strategy of coercing hospitals to submit to the unionization of their work-forces by waging what are called "corporate campaigns." Corporate campaigns are efforts conducted by labor unions, with the help of their political allies, to embarrass publicly hospitals by attacking hospitals through the media—with the apparent quid-pro-quo that the unions will "call off the dogs" once the hospitals submit to union demands. Labor unions have cynically distorted the tax-exempt hospital charity care issue and have exploited those distortions in the media for use in these corporate campaigns.

The union corporate campaign strategy has been extremely successful so far. If this success continues, the delivery of charity care in this country may be the ultimate casualty, because the deleterious consequences of these destructive corporate campaigns threaten the very viability of the not-for-profit hospital system.

I. OVERVIEW OF TAX EXEMPTION LAWS

A. Hospital Exemption From Federal Income Taxation

Tax exemption is a critical hospital organizational asset. A hospital's tax-exempt status is based on the hospital qualifying as a "charitable organization" under § 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code (I.R.C.). To be a charitable organization, a hospital must have a charitable purpose. Furthermore, the hospital must provide no private benefit, and there must be no private inurement.

Originally, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) articulated the meaning of the charitable purpose requirement in Revenue Ruling 56-185. According to this ruling, a hospital is exempt from taxation under § 501(c)(3) if it is "operated to the extent of its financial ability for those not able to pay for the services rendered."

11 Id.
13 Treas. Reg. § 1.501(c)(3)-1(c)(1).
14 Id. § 1.501(c)(3)-1(d)(1)(ii).
15 Id. § 1.501(c)(3)-1(c)(2).
16 See Colombo, supra note 1, at 496.
When Medicare and Medicaid were established in the 1960s, many believed that subsequent societal need for charity care would be minimal. Hospitals therefore feared that they would be unable to supply enough charity care to continue to qualify for the tax exemption. In response to this, the IRS developed a new standard to qualify for tax exemption, and the new standard was enunciated in Revenue Ruling 69-545. This new standard has been called the “community benefit standard.”

The community benefit standard articulates the notion that the promotion of healthcare for the general benefit of the community at large is in itself a charitable purpose. With this new standard, the delivery of free care to indigents was no longer a necessary factor of the “charitable purpose” requirement for tax exemption.

To meet the community benefit standard, the IRS supplied hospitals with several qualifying criteria. A community board, for example, suggests that the hospital would be responsive to the needs of the community. An open medical staff also suggests a commitment to the needs of the community at large rather than to a narrow constituency. Engaging in medical research and medical training is another criterion. Other criteria were the treatment of Medicare and Medicaid patients as well as the maintenance of an open emergency room that treated patients who could not pay.

The community benefit standard does not require charity care beyond emergency treatment, and Revenue Ruling 83-157 articulates that the maintenance of an emergency room is not even necessary if the hospital in question is a specialty hospital and emergency services are not necessary for the practice of that specialty.
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Beyond pursuing a charitable purpose, an exempt hospital must not allow its assets to go to the benefit of private individuals. This “private inurement” prohibition is provided by the statutory language of § 501(c)(3) and is designed to prevent the tax-exempt hospital from transferring its assets for less than fair market value to board members, executives, influential physicians, and other “insiders.” For example, an exempt hospital may implicate the private inurement provision by offering office space to a physician at less than fair market rent, or by purchasing property or services from a board member or executive at an inflated price.

Besides the ban against “private inurement,” tax-exempt hospitals are also prohibited from serving a “private interest.” Under this “private interest” or “private benefits” doctrine, the tax-exempt hospital must not be involved in financial deals with private individuals—even when the transactions occur at a fair market value—if the benefits that the private individuals get as a result of the transactions are unnecessary to the promotion of the not-for-profit hospital’s charitable mission. The private benefit doctrine, of course, does not apply to individuals within the charitable class. The private benefit to individuals outside of the charitable class must only be incidental to the tax-exempt entity’s charitable mission.

This private benefit must be incidental in both a qualitative and a quantitative sense. To be qualitatively incidental, it must be necessary for private individuals to receive the benefit in question in order for the not-for-profit hospital to be able to fulfill its charitable mission. To be quantitatively incidental, the private benefit must be incidental in comparison to the public benefit that results from the economic interaction between the tax-exempt entity and the private entity.

29 See Treas. Reg. § 1.501(c)(3)-1(c)(2).
30 See Colombo, supra note 1, at 499.
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For example, a tax-exempt hospital may wish to create a joint venture with a group of private doctors and “spin-off” certain hospital business to the joint venture. The incentive for the hospital to do this would be the expectation that their physician partners would, as a result of the transaction, be inclined to direct more business to the joint venture facility—thereby increasing revenues to the hospital. The IRS has ruled that arrangements of this nature violate the private benefits doctrine because the financial benefit that the hospital steers to the private physicians is too substantial to be considered merely “incidental” to the hospital’s fundamental charitable mission.\(^3\) The IRS opined that while arrangements of this nature may benefit the hospital financially, this benefit does not translate into a direct benefit to the community—and directly benefiting the community must be the not-for-profit hospital’s primary focus.\(^4\) Joint ventures of this nature are only permissible if they are essential to the hospital’s charitable mission in a more direct fashion—they must be essential to establish needed and previously unavailable health care services in an underserved area.\(^5\)

Furthermore, the IRS has stated that joint ventures of this nature are only permissible if the tax-exempt hospital retains operational control over the joint venture, because operational control is necessary in order for a hospital to be able to insure that the joint venture is primarily focused on providing a charitable community benefit.\(^6\)

**B. Hospital Exemption From Illinois Property Taxation**

The 1970 Illinois Constitution indicates that the Illinois General Assembly may exempt from taxation property that is used for a charitable purpose by institutions of public charity.\(^7\) The Illinois Supreme Court has ruled that hospitals can qualify as charitable institutions if they deliver charity care to all in need and if they treat patients in a non-discriminatory manner.\(^8\)

The Illinois Supreme Court has not specifically ruled on the criteria that are necessary to qualify a hospital for property tax
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exemption. There are appellate court opinions on these criteria, however, from three of the five Illinois appellate districts.

The Illinois Second District Court of Appeals in *Highland Park Hospital v. Dep't of Revenue* articulated six criteria to determine if a hospital is entitled to charitable status and is therefore eligible for property tax exemption. The criteria were derived from *Methodist Old Peoples Home v. Korzen*. The criteria are as follows:

1. The property in question must be used "for the benefit of an indefinite number of persons . . . for their general welfare—or in some way reducing the burdens of government;"
2. the charitable institution must have no capital, capital stock or shareholders, and earn no profits or dividends;
3. it "derives its funds mainly from public and private charity;"
4. the institution "dispenses charity to all who need and apply for it, does not provide gain or profit in a private sense to any person connected with it, and does not appear to place obstacles of any character in the way of those who need [charitable services];"
5. the institution has the burden of proving that its property actually and factually is so used; and
6. the term "exclusively used" means the primary purpose for which the property is used and not any secondary or incidental purpose.

In *Highland Park Hospital*, the Illinois Second District ruled that an Immediate Care Center owned and operated by a not-for-profit hospital did not qualify for the charity exemption. All patients who received care at the center were billed, and if they could prove that they could not pay the bills, the bills were written-off as bad debt and those patients' accounts were not referred to a collection agency. Bad debt

---
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constituted 6% of the Center’s revenues. The court ruled that bad debt write-offs do not qualify as charity care. Charity care is care for which the institution makes no attempt to collect the bill.

Furthermore, the court stated that property can still be classified as primarily used for a charitable purpose, and hence qualify for the property tax exemption, even though the vast majority of patients pay for their care—but the institution must dispense charity to all who need it and apply for it and there must be no obstacles in the way for those who need charity care. The court concluded that because the public was not informed that charity was available at the center, there was an impermissible obstacle to charity care.

The Illinois First District Court of Appeals also ruled that bad debt does not constitute charity care in Alivio Med. Ctr. v. Dep’t of Revenue. In that case, an ambulatory medical care facility wrote-off 25% of its bills as uncollectible, but still served patients with outstanding balances. The court found that the facility’s practice of billing all patients initially regardless of any inability to pay imposed an impermissible obstacle to charity care. Also, instead of assuming that the prohibition against profits in the second factor of the Methodist Old Peoples Home test refers to private inurement, the court made the fantastic assertion that net hospital profits were a violation of the second factor.

The Illinois Appellate Court for the Third District in Riverside Med. Ctr. v. Dep’t of Revenue also upheld the concept that a bad debt write-off does not constitute charity care. In Riverside, a not-for-profit corporation owned a hospital and eight clinics. The clinics
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gave care to all without demanding proof of ability to pay. The clinics would write-off debt as uncollectible after patients indicated on charity applications an inability to pay. The clinics did not advertise the availability of charity care. The corporation had net revenues of $10 million in 1998. Only 0.05% of revenues came from donations.

The Riverside court, in employing the Methodist Old Peoples Home criteria, stated that the presence of net revenues of $10 million does not mandate taxation, but is not consistent with the provision of charity. The paucity of donations also did not favor tax exemption. Sending bills to patients before the patients demonstrate their eligibility for charity indicates that the patients received a bad debt write-off, and bad debt write-offs are not charity. For service to qualify as charity care, the decision to not bill the patient must be made before care is delivered. Also, the failure to advertise the availability of charity constitutes an obstacle to those who are eligible for charity.

Finally, the court said that the 3% of the corporation’s annual budget that was used for genuine charity care was too small a percentage, and that the discounted rates that apply to Medicare and Medicaid patients are not charity care, since they are discounts in exchange for volume.

II. CRITICISMS OF THE ILLINOIS PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTION POLICY

Multiple aspects of the tests used in Illinois to determine eligibility for hospital property tax exemption are bad policy. This paper will now review various components of the rule for the charity care property tax exemption in Illinois and illustrate why this is the case.
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A. The “Private Donations” Criteria

The Illinois Appellate Court for the Third District in Riverside indicated that in order for a hospital to be tax-exempt, it must receive substantial private donations.\(^{72}\) In theory, private donations are an indication that members of the public believe in the “charitable-ness” of an organization, and that therefore the organization may be worthy of favorable tax treatment.\(^{73}\)

This rationale is weak. There may be a variety of reasons why people donate money to organizations—for status, to buy influence, to receive public recognition, etc. Large sums of money, for example, are donated to universities, museums, and political candidates—donations of this nature are not clearly motivated by the obvious charitable-ness of the beneficiary.

Also, not-for-profit hospitals receive on average less than 2% of their total revenues from private donors.\(^{74}\) While this may indicate that the public does not consider hospitals to be charitable in general, the low percentage of donations may be more a reflection of the relative high level of revenues from other sources. Because private donations to hospitals are sparse in general, the presence or absence of private donations is probably not an efficient way to differentiate the degree of charitable-ness between various hospitals. Some hospitals may be more likely to receive donations from others simply because they are more famous rather than genuinely more charitable than the others. Therefore, the presence of private donations should be abandoned as a criterion for determining the charitable-ness of tax-exempt hospitals.

B. The “Exclusive Use” Criteria

The fifth and sixth factors in the Methodist Old Peoples Home test indicate that tax-exempt properties must be used exclusively for a charitable purpose.\(^{75}\) If the property of a tax-exempt hospital is at times used for generating profits—by, for example, a for profit organization that is contracting with the tax-exempt hospital—the tax-exempt

---
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hospitals may lose its tax exemption. This rule is sensible to an extent—there would be no reason, for example, to exempt hospital property that is used for generating profits by engaging in activities that are unrelated to the delivery of health care.

There are unresolved issues, however, regarding whether and to what extent any mere transaction between a not-for-profit hospital and a for-profit entity, in the pursuit of a health care related objective, jeopardizes the exempt status of the not-for-profit hospital. It is often necessary or desirable, in the course of delivering health care, for a tax-exempt entity to transact with for-profit organizations. In some circumstances, it may be efficacious for a tax-exempt hospital to contract with a for-profit organization to deliver patient care, with the for-profit organization billing the patient separately for its services. A hospital may also wish to contract with private doctors in the course of organizing health care ventures, such as ambulatory surgery centers. According to the present rules, however, there is risk that the exemption criteria are violated if a tax-exempt hospital transacts with such for-profit organizations to deliver health care, even if the transactions with the for-profit organizations are conducted at arm’s length and at fair market value.

Hospitals are often in a situation where it is optimal for them to contract with private entities in order to facilitate the hospital’s health care mission. The exemption criteria should be liberalized to allow tax-exempt hospitals the freedom to contract more aggressively with private sector entities without risking their tax-exempt status for several reasons.

Firstly, the existing rules are vague and it is often not clear if certain ventures will run afoul of the exemption laws. For example, while it seems clear that a hospital’s tax-exempt status would not be challenged because it contracted with a for-profit entity for telephone service, the exemption may be challenged if the hospital contracts with private doctors to establish an ambulatory surgery center. The rules’ vagueness introduces risk to any potential transaction, and this dissuades hospitals from aggressively pursuing ventures with the private sector that would enhance health care delivery and community well-being—all in fulfillment of the hospital’s health care mission.

Secondly, hospitals often seek to contract with private sector entities to facilitate the delivery of health care simply because the profit-driven competitive private sector is the most efficient mechanism.

---

76 Id.; See also Colombo, supra note 1, at 520.
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for obtaining reliable high-quality service at a low cost. Contracting with the private sector for service will often actually conserve the resources of not-for-profit hospitals—resources that will be used for the community benefit—if the for-profit entities, whose profits would be taxed, can deliver certain services more cheaply and efficiently than the not-for-profit hospital can.

The concern with not-for-profit hospital contracting with for-profit entities can seem at first to be valid if the contracting is too pervasive. For example, concern may seem justified if the assets of the not-for-profit are being used merely as a platform to facilitate the business of the for-profit contractors, rather than being used for a charitable purpose. 78

This concern, however, is misguided and ideologically motivated. The for-profit organization’s income is taxed, and government coffers are therefore enhanced when the for-profit takes over work that would have otherwise been done by the tax-exempt hospital. Furthermore, the tax-exempt hospital retains an essential role, as the tax-exempt hospital will tend to occupy an essential economic niche that the for-profit sector will tend to shun. 79

For example, hospitals are extremely capital intensive enterprises and their profit margins are thin in economically disadvantaged regions. The private sector will be able to find much more profitable ways of deploying assets than investing them in for-profit hospital enterprises in economically disadvantaged areas—areas that badly need hospitals.

The tax-exempt hospital serves an essential role when it serves as a platform to facilitate the activities of efficient and taxable for-profit health care delivery entities. Such symbiotic relationships that benefit society by increasing the tax base while facilitating the delivery of low-cost high-quality private sector health care services should be facilitated by government policy, not discouraged. Society benefits when the efficient low-cost and taxable private sector is allowed to assume as much of the health care delivery as they are willing—thereby allowing the not-for-profit hospitals to conserve their resources for the functions in the health care economy that the private sector is not willing to assume. 80

78 Id. at 523.
79 Of course, tax exempt hospital property should not be used as a platform for private sector profit generating activity that is not directly related to the delivery of health care.
80 See Colombo, supra note 1, at 523.
Therefore, the exemption rules should be liberalized to encourage tax-exempt hospitals to establish stronger relationships with the private sector, rather than discouraging private hospitals from realizing these possible efficiencies. The government’s ideological mindset of believing that private entrepreneurship should be penalized for the good of the public should be discarded and more modern understandings of economic functioning should be accommodated.

C. Measuring Charity Care

The legal criteria that are used by the courts to define charity care are vague and in some respects inappropriate. This paper will now review and critique these criteria.

i. Cost Criteria

Firstly, it is unresolved whether charity care should be measured by hospital charges, which will result in a high figure, or by hospital costs, which would result in a lower figure. 81 Hospitals can set their charges arbitrarily high. An individual hospital’s charges however, have limited impact on that hospital’s reimbursement rates, since actual reimbursement rates are tightly controlled by the government in the case of Medicare and Medicaid, and private insurance companies have tremendous leverage in dictating actual reimbursement rates in the private market. 82 If a cost measure is used instead of charges, controversy exists over whether the optimal measurement is average or marginal cost. 83 Marginal cost is the cost of caring for an additional patient. 84 The measurement does not take into account fixed costs which represent, in part, the hospital’s huge investment in infrastructure, human capital, and technology. 85 For example, a functioning hospital would have already financed an x-ray machine to service its paying customers. The marginal cost of subsequently using the machine to service the next customer, a charity case, would be low if it does not account for the

81 Id. at 511.
83 Id.
84 See Colombo, supra note 1, at 512.
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cost of the already paid-for x-ray machine. Some consider this an appropriate measure of charity care because it represents the financial setback to the hospital that results from the appearance of the charity case.\textsuperscript{86}

While this may be an appropriate metric for charity care if charity cases were few, others contend that, in reality, charity cases are a continuous and permanent burden on most hospitals. As such, average costs should be used to measure charity care, since the predictable and continuous service of charity cases are contributing their share in wearing out equipment and consuming hospital resources.\textsuperscript{87}

\hspace{1em} \textbf{ii. Bad Debt}

Another contentious issue is whether bad-debt write-offs should qualify as charity care for purposes of the tax-exempt hospital charity care requirement. While the Illinois Supreme Court has not ruled specifically on this issue, all three Illinois Appellate Courts have made the unfortunate ruling that bad-debt write-offs are not charity care.\textsuperscript{88} Courts in Illinois hold that true charity care is care for which the hospital has already determined that it will not charge for at a point in time before the care is delivered.\textsuperscript{89} Judges consider it disingenuous for a hospital to make harsh efforts to collect debts after care is rendered and then claim the advantage of classifying the debt as charity only after rigorous attempts to collect the debt prove futile.\textsuperscript{90}

On the other hand, there is little reason to believe that a substantial portion of uncollected bad debt is a result of poor hospital collection efforts.\textsuperscript{91} For the most part, people do not pay their hospital bills because they are truly unable to pay. Uncompensated care for these patients should be classified as charity care since the patients never had an ability to pay for the care, and the hospital consumes its assets to care for them.

In order for hospitals to agree to provide uncompensated care before care is rendered—which Illinois courts require in order to

\textsuperscript{86} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{87} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{88} \textit{See Highland Park Hosp., 507 N.E.2d at 1336; See also Alivio Med. Ctr., 702 N.E.2d at 193; See also Riverside Med. Ctr., 795 N.E.2d at 366.}
\textsuperscript{89} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{90} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{91} \textit{See Colombo, supra note 1, at 513.}
classify the care as charity care—the hospitals would have to determine the patient’s financial status before delivering the care. A screening process would obviously be necessary in order for the hospital to avoid giving charity care to those who are able to pay. Hospitals would be swamped with appeals for free care if free care was given regardless of demonstrable inability to pay, because rational actors who can afford to pay for services will, in aggregate, prefer to not pay. If hospitals offer charity care routinely to large numbers of people who can afford to pay for coverage, the public would have less incentive to obtain health insurance—and the nation’s health care financing would thereby be further impaired.

Scrutinizing a patient’s financial records prior to delivering care is not practical because such efforts would be extraordinarily tedious, labor intensive, time consuming and would add to the already burdensome costs of serving those that are unable to pay. Moreover, medical treatment for those that are unable to pay is frequently needed on an emergent or urgent basis, and in such cases there is no time to scrutinize financial records prior to delivering care.

Hospitals are often criticized for using excessively harsh methods to collect bills from those that are unable to pay. Hospitals, however, must make vigorous efforts to collect fees after care is rendered. If hospitals did not make vigorous collection efforts, there would be less incentive for the general public to maintain health insurance. This would increase the number of uninsured, and would increase costs on those who have health insurance who must subsidize those who do not have health insurance with higher and higher premiums.

Not allowing hospitals to classify bad debt as charity care leads to a tremendous under-estimate of the amount of free uncompensated care that hospitals render to the uninsured and indigent population. According to a 2006 study by the Center for Tax and Budget Accountability, a total of twenty-one Chicago area not-for-profit hospitals together provided over $105 million in charity care in 2004.94

92 Id.
The care was measured based on the costs of providing the care.\textsuperscript{95} Bad debt expenses for these hospitals, however, totaled over $181 million.\textsuperscript{96} Some investigators have assumed that at least half of the amount of bad debt represents the cost of providing care to the indigent and is not a result of debt avoidance and/or poor hospital debt collection efforts.\textsuperscript{97} Despite making this assumption, it is still clear that tax-exempt hospitals in Illinois are providing nearly twice the amount of charity care to the poor that Illinois courts will credit them.

iii. Defining the Amount and Type of Charity Care Required

The Illinois Appellate Court for the Third District in Riverside opined that 3\% of gross revenues dedicated to charity care—as defined as charity care excluding bad debt—is too low to justify tax exemption.\textsuperscript{98} The court voiced concern that the majority of the care given at a clinic was not charity care.\textsuperscript{99} No Illinois court, however, has defined precisely how much charity care is enough.\textsuperscript{100}

One may argue that tax-exempt hospitals should be required to provide more charity care than for-profit hospitals commonly do in order for their tax exemptions to be justified.\textsuperscript{101} Some contend that the value of the charity care should be equal to the foregone taxation.\textsuperscript{102}

Alternatively, one may argue that for-profit hospitals are required to provide charity service that firms in other industries in the private sector are not required to provide because of the EMTALA laws.\textsuperscript{103} Therefore it is not fair to require tax-exempt hospitals to provide so much more charity care than the already artificially high level that for-profit hospitals are required to provide.

iv. The Community Benefits that are Not Considered

In contemplating the degree of charity care that should be required, one should keep in mind that tax-exempt hospitals provide community benefits above and beyond the charity care that Illinois

\textsuperscript{95} Id.
\textsuperscript{96} Id.
\textsuperscript{97} Id. at 10.
\textsuperscript{98} See Riverside Med. Ctr., 795 N.E.2d at 367.
\textsuperscript{99} Id.
\textsuperscript{100} See Colombo, supra note 1, at 514.
\textsuperscript{101} Id.
\textsuperscript{102} Id. at 515.
\textsuperscript{103} 42 U.S.C. § 1395dd.
courts will recognize. Besides the judicially recognized charity care—as defined as the cost of providing free care when the decision to provide the free care is made before treatment is begun—tax-exempt hospitals also provide myriad other benefits.\textsuperscript{104} Some of these benefits are quantifiable and others, while more intangible, are real nonetheless. These substantial benefits, which will be threatened if critics are successful in stripping hospitals of their tax-exempt status, will now be considered in detail.

The Medicare and Medicaid programs, for example, are a huge burden on the federal government and on American taxpayers. Hospitals subsidize these systems to a tremendous degree. On average, Medicaid reimburses hospitals only 73 cents for every dollar of hospital cost, and Medicare reimburses hospitals on average only 92 cents for every dollar of hospital cost.\textsuperscript{105} The Illinois Hospital Association estimates that in 2004 Illinois hospitals subsidized $1.686 billion in shortfalls from government sponsored health care programs.\textsuperscript{106}

Bad debt expense, as discussed earlier, is not considered to be charity care by the courts because the patient is billed.\textsuperscript{107} Bad debt expense was estimated to total $1.130 billion for Illinois hospitals in 2004.\textsuperscript{108} Actual charity care—care for which a decision was made not to bill the patient before the patient was treated—at cost for that year was $250 million.\textsuperscript{109}

In 2004, Illinois hospitals provided $215 million in subsidized health services—free services such as poison control, sick child’s day


\textsuperscript{106} See ILLINOIS HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION, supra note 104, at 4.

\textsuperscript{107} See Highland Park Hosp., 507 N.E.2d at 1336; See also Alivio Med. Ctr., 702 N.E.2d at 193; See also Riverside Med. Ctr., 795 N.E.2d at 366.

\textsuperscript{108} See ILLINOIS HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION, supra note 104, at 4.

\textsuperscript{109} Id.
care, literacy training, job training, Halloween candy screening, special programs for AIDS patients, child and maternal health care, special programs for the elderly and disabled, etc. In that same year Illinois hospitals contributed $261 million for medical education—the training of future doctors, nurses and other health care professionals. Another $36 million was contributed for medical research and $10 million was contributed for language assistance. Overall, the Illinois Hospital Association estimates that in 2004 Illinois hospitals provided a total of $3.679 billion in community benefits of subsidized health services.

Furthermore, tax-exempt hospitals by their nature serve as a platform for other benefits that the community derives that cannot be readily delivered through other venues. If hospitals lose their tax-exempt status, for example, they may gain incentive to become for-profit in order to raise money through the private financial markets and through private investors.

Under these conditions, hospitals would be incentivized to downgrade or even eliminate services for which hospitals almost invariably lose money, but which are vital to the community nonetheless—services such as trauma care, neonatal intensive care, burn units, AIDS clinics, community immunization programs, ambulance services, etc.

Government is ill-equipped to benefit the public from tax revenues to the same degree that hospitals are positioned to benefit the public when tax-exempt hospitals are allowed to retain those revenues in the form of tax exemptions. Hospitals have expertise in delivering health care and hospitals have the mechanisms in place for delivering health care efficiently—the government does not. Consider how the government would manage to develop and deploy new medical innovations and equipment, recruit, train and retain health care professionals, deliver health care services in a high quality manner at the point where the services are most needed, etc. Government, by its very nature, simply does not have the efficiency or expertise to deliver these benefits to society in a cost effective manner.

---
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D. Tax-Exempt Hospitals and “Profits”

The Illinois First District Court of Appeals in *Alivio* actually ruled that tax-exempt hospitals may not make profits.\(^\text{115}\) This shocking ruling betrays a misunderstanding of the meaning of “not-for-profit” status. Charitable status means that a certain type of organization is tax-exempt because it devotes its resources for certain charitable purposes instead of private benefit—it does not mean the organization does not make profits.\(^\text{116}\) No organization can stay alive unless it makes profits. If an organization is consistently losing money—by having revenues consistently less than expenditures—eventually there will be inadequate resources available to pay the necessary expenses to keep the enterprise functioning.\(^\text{117}\) The real issue concerns the tax-exempt hospital’s proper use of its profits, not the existence of profits. Hoarding profits may eventually become an issue with respect to those not-for-profit hospitals that are fortunate enough to be located in economically advantaged regions. In those cases, tax exemption policy considerations should be directed at the proper use of those accumulated profits—not the mere existence of those accumulated profits.\(^\text{118}\)

III. THE CONSEQUENCES OF REVOKING THE HOSPITAL TAX EXEMPTIONS

A. Hospital Ability to Survive Taxation

Hospitals can benefit from variety of different types of federal and state tax exemptions.\(^\text{119}\) The Congressional Budget Office in a December 2006 report estimated that the total value of tax exemptions for not-for-profit hospitals in the United States was valued at $12.6 billion in 2002.\(^\text{120}\) Approximately half the value of the tax exemption was estimated to be federal and half was state and local.\(^\text{121}\)

\(^{115}\) *See Alivio Med. Ctr.*, 702 N.E.2d at 192.

\(^{116}\) *See Colombo*, *supra* note 1, at 517.

\(^{117}\) *Id.*

\(^{118}\) *Id.* at 518.

\(^{119}\) *See CENTER FOR TAX AND BUDGET ACCOUNTABILITY*, *supra* note 94, at 7.

\(^{120}\) *See CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE*, *supra* note 114, at 3.

\(^{121}\) *Id.*
Across the nation, many hold the opinion that not-for-profit hospitals are not doing enough charity care to justify their tax exemptions, and that their tax-exemptions should be revoked. The issue then becomes the consequences of revoking the tax exemptions. Would substantial numbers of tax-exempt hospitals still have the resources to deliver quality medical care if their tax exemptions were denied? Would substantial numbers of such hospitals even stay open? What would be the impact on the delivery of health care if the current charity care laws were strictly enforced across the board and tax-exempt hospitals were taxed when judged to be providing inadequate levels of charity care?

The first step in answering these questions is to estimate the amount of money various hospitals are excused from paying in taxes each year because of their exempt status. Next, a comparison should be made between the profitability of these hospitals and the amount of tax they are excused from paying. Through this comparison, an impression can be gained regarding the ability of various hospitals to service their respective tax burdens in the event that their tax-exempt status was revoked. It is not possible to arrive precisely at these numbers for a variety of reasons.

Property values, for example, are needed to determine accurately the relevant property tax bills. In Cook County Illinois, however, the Cook County Assessor’s Office does not assess property values for tax-exempt organizations. The Assessor’s Office values commercial taxable property based on either the income of the entity to be taxed or a combination of the income and the replacement costs of the property. Tax-exempt hospital profitability data is generally accessible through the publicly available Federal Form 990 that each federal income tax-exempt organization is required to file. Data regarding the replacement costs of hospital property is generally not available. If the income of the commercial entity is negative—the entity is operating at a net loss for the year—the Assessor’s Office will, nonetheless, use the replacement cost method to assess property taxes for that year.
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Moreover, any attempt to determine if tax-exempt hospitals would be able to sustain tax expenses in the event that their tax exemption would be revoked is hampered by the fact that it is unpredictable how a tax-exempt hospital would respond to the loss of its exempt status.\footnote{\textit{See Congress of the United States Congressional Budget Office}, supra note 114, at 6.} A hospital, for example, may respond to a removal of its tax-exempt status by becoming for-profit and by changing its service offerings.\footnote{\textit{Id.}} A hospital in such a position may also dramatically change its capital structure, its physical assets, its cost structure, its accounting practices, etc.\footnote{\textit{Id.}} Changes of this nature could have a dramatic effect on the hospital's profitability and the subsequent tax bill.\footnote{\textit{Id.}} Predicting such changes with any precision is probably impossible.

With these and other constraints in mind, the Center for Tax and Budget Accountability embarked on an ambitious project to estimate the value of the tax exemptions enjoyed by some not-for-profit hospitals in Cook County Illinois for the year 2004.\footnote{\textit{See Center for Tax and Budget Accountability}, supra note 94, at 10.} They estimated the sum of federal income taxes added to state and local taxes that certain Cook County not-for-profit hospitals would have had to pay for fiscal year 2004 in the event that they were not tax-exempt.\footnote{\textit{Id.}} They eliminated from their study Cook County not-for-profit hospitals for which relevant data was not available.\footnote{\textit{Id.} at 11.}

Below is a listing of these values for each hospital set against each respective hospital's net income as reported on line 18 of the hospital's Federal Form 990 filing for the fiscal year 2004. The comparison is made in an effort to grossly estimate the degree to which these hospitals would have been able to accommodate their respective tax bills in the event that the federal and state governments had revoked their tax-exempt status. Results are as follows:
## COMPARISON OF NOT-FOR-PROFIT HOSPITAL TAX EXEMPTIONS vs. INCOME NET EXPENSES (FY 2004)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HOSPITAL</th>
<th>INCOME NET OF EXPENSES ¹³⁶</th>
<th>VALUE OF ALL TAX EXEMPTIONS ¹³⁷</th>
<th>TAX EXEMPTIONS AS PERCENTAGE OF INCOME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advocate Health Care Network</td>
<td>$120,107,807</td>
<td>$79,032,570</td>
<td>65.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexian Brothers Hospital Network</td>
<td>$44,675,577</td>
<td>$25,186,811</td>
<td>56.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evanston Northwestern Healthcare</td>
<td>$42,781,556</td>
<td>$22,980,617</td>
<td>53.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gottlieb Memorial Hospital</td>
<td>$4,538,691</td>
<td>$4,289,045</td>
<td>94.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holy Cross Hospital</td>
<td>($2,464,585)</td>
<td>$4,018,838</td>
<td>-163.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Park Hospital</td>
<td>$2,670,894</td>
<td>$1,188,516</td>
<td>44.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little Company of Mary Hospital</td>
<td>$23,876,880</td>
<td>$11,034,567</td>
<td>46.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loyola University Medical Center</td>
<td>$15,183,875</td>
<td>$20,297,147</td>
<td>133.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercy Hospital and Medical Center</td>
<td>$3,231,397</td>
<td>$3,781,966</td>
<td>117.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mount Sinai</td>
<td>($8,149,339)</td>
<td>$2,852,605</td>
<td>-35.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palos Community Hospital</td>
<td>$21,695,440</td>
<td>$7,792,176</td>
<td>35.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resurrection Health Care</td>
<td>$16,264,525</td>
<td>$44,858,697</td>
<td>275.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roseland Community Hospital</td>
<td>($2,560,114)</td>
<td>$528,846</td>
<td>-20.66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rush North Shore Medical Center</td>
<td>($580,473)</td>
<td>$5,533,584</td>
<td>-953.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rush University Medical Center</td>
<td>$101,042,277</td>
<td>$22,425,246</td>
<td>22.19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Rush Oak Park</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Anthony Hospital</td>
<td>($3,240,435)</td>
<td>$5,444,798</td>
<td>-168.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Bernard Hospital</td>
<td>$2,888,622</td>
<td>$1,740,025</td>
<td>60.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Shore</td>
<td>($796,428)</td>
<td>$857,923</td>
<td>-107.72%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹³⁶ Income net of expenses as indicated on line 18 of 2004 Federal Form 990. See supra note 126.

¹³⁷ See CENTER FOR TAX AND BUDGET ACCOUNTABILITY, supra note 94, at 20.
Several observations can be made from the above data. The values of the tax exemptions are a very significant percentage of even the wealthiest hospital’s net income. High income health care organizations such as Advocate Health Care Network, Rush University Medical Center and Rush Oak Park, and the University of Chicago Hospitals would still seem to have healthy profit margins even if their tax exemptions were revoked. We should be cautious in this conclusion, however, because these are very innovative health systems that offer services that smaller community hospitals cannot afford. Obtaining new and innovative technology is financially risky because hospitals cannot predict with certainty if new technology will prove clinically efficacious and to what degree it will be used. We cannot judge the degree to which the leading hospitals’ appetites for innovation will be curtailed if their profit margins are significantly trimmed. Indeed, it seems that even Loyola University Medical Center, a leading academic center, would be pushed into the red if its tax exemption was revoked.

Alexian Brothers Hospital Network, Evanston Northwestern Healthcare, and Palos Community Hospital are wealthy community hospitals in affluent suburban neighborhoods. The loss of their tax exemptions would seem to take up 56-35% of their net incomes, but their profit margins would still be much higher than the majority of the hospitals in the survey. These, however, are also innovative and well-stocked hospitals, and less affluent hospitals refer cases to them when the less affluent hospitals lack the necessary resources for difficult cases. We cannot predict the health care delivery consequences and the social costs of trimming their profit margins.

Finally, for the majority of hospitals in this survey, the loss of their tax exemptions would be absolutely devastating. For these hospitals, the loss of the tax exemptions would either substantially eliminate their profit margins or leave them with slight profit margins because their revenues are already modest. Not all of these hospitals are even in poor neighborhoods. Rush North Shore Medical Center, in the affluent north suburbs of Chicago, is already $580,473 in the red despite its $5,533,584 tax exemption. Hospitals that serve in poor neighborhoods, such as Roseland Community Hospital, Saint Anthony
Hospital, and South Shore Hospital would apparently be substantially wiped out. Even Resurrection Health Care, a very large hospital chain that serves affluent areas as well as poorer areas—and subsidizes health care delivery in poorer areas with income from affluent areas—would apparently have its $16,264,525 profit margin wiped out and then some if it lost its $44,858,697 tax exemption.

Thus, while it seems logical to argue that if hospitals are not doing “enough” charity care their tax exemptions should be revoked, it is not easy to find a socially painless manner to extract this justice. The survey of the above hospitals suggests that the loss of their tax exemptions, regardless of how justified, would almost certainly cause tremendous dislocations in health care delivery in poor neighborhoods, and may even cause serious health care access issues in many affluent areas.

B. The Consequences of the Overall Financial Fragility of the Hospital Industry

If efforts to deprive hospitals of their tax-exempt status are successful, there will be other societal consequences that are even more devastating and far reaching—largely because of the probable inability of most hospitals to financially cope with a loss of their tax-exempt status. The Illinois Hospital Association currently estimates that 36% of the hospitals in the state of Illinois are functioning with negative operating margins.\(^{138}\) Furthermore, 63% of hospitals in Illinois are operating with negative patient margins—they are losing money on their core function, providing direct service to patients.\(^{139}\) The average overall operating margin for Illinois hospitals is a razor thin 1.6%.\(^{140}\) The margin for direct patient care services is -3.7%.\(^{141}\) Indeed, 23 hospitals have closed in the state of Illinois since 1994.\(^{142}\)

If tax-exempt hospitals lose their exemptions, the already fragile hospital industry may very well suffer major devastation. The cost to society would be difficult to contemplate. For-profit hospitals would be burdened with increasing numbers of the uninsured—and for-profit

\(^{138}\) See ILLINOIS HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION, supra note 104, at 5.

\(^{139}\) Id.

\(^{140}\) Id. The operating margin is the difference of revenues over expenses as a percentage of total expenses. Investment and other non-patient care income and expenses are not included in this measure.

\(^{141}\) Id.

\(^{142}\) Id.
hospital viability would become more tenuous. Approximately 14.3% of the Illinois population is without health insurance.\textsuperscript{143} Illinois hospitals provided $1.2 billion in un-reimbursed services in 2004.\textsuperscript{144} Major hospital cut-backs and closings that may result from hospitals losing their tax-exempt status would cause major dislocations in access to health care, especially for the most vulnerable populations.

Then there is the cost to the private non-health care sector that would result from hospital cut-backs and closings. In 2003, Illinois community hospitals employed 233,500 people with total annual wages and benefits of over $10.7 billion.\textsuperscript{145} Hospitals are among the top three employers in 47% of Illinois counties.\textsuperscript{146} The economic costs that would result from the loss of any significant percentage of these jobs—not to mention the lost income tax revenues consequent to the loss of these jobs—should give pause to those who argue that the lost tax revenues due to hospital tax exemptions are excessively costly to society.

IV. THE ECONOMIC RATIONALE OF TAXING THE HOSPITAL INDUSTRY

Taxing hospitals in the same manner as any firm in the general economy is taxed makes little economic sense. The hospital industry in this country is heavily regulated, and hospitals do not function as participants in a market economy in the same sense that firms operate in less controlled sectors of the economy. For example, a U.S. Census Bureau study found that in U.S. hospitals, Medicare provides 40% and Medicaid provides 13% of patient revenues.\textsuperscript{147} These reimbursement rates are set by the government and are not the result of free market

\textsuperscript{143} Id. at 7.

\textsuperscript{144} Id.


\textsuperscript{146} See ILLINOIS HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION, supra note 104, at 7.

\textsuperscript{147} Patricia Buscher, Hospital, Physician and Other Health and Social Assistance Revenues Reach $1.2 Trillion in 2002, U.S. CENSUS BUREAU NEWS (December 16, 2003), available at http://www.census.gov/Press-Release/www/releases/archives/service_industries/001620.html#figureB.
negotiations. Furthermore, government policies are engineered to support the formation and market viability of managed care organizations—and the managed care organizations are consequently positioned to drive hard bargains with hospitals. Moreover, all acute care hospitals, whether tax-exempt or for-profit, are legally obliged to provide emergency services to those who are unable to pay—a result of EMTALA and other laws—a burden unlike any faced by firms in most other sectors of the private economy. Also, tax-exempt hospitals have no private equity holders with incentives to squeeze profits for personal gain at the expense of the community.

As this paper demonstrated above, if tax-exempt hospitals lose their exemptions, the economic viability of a substantial proportion of them will be in jeopardy. This would place the for-profit hospital sector at risk as well, because care for the uninsured will be shifted to those hospitals. The entire hospital industry would therefore be jeopardized by the loss of hospital tax exemptions.

With these factors in mind, it seems that taxing entities that are so highly regulated and that have no clear individual profit incentive—as if they were like any free-wheeling profiteering firms in the market economy—is a concept that is artificial, disingenuous, and in this case dangerous. The government has chosen to regulate the hospital industry to such a significant degree that it has, to a considerable extent and as a practical matter, largely taken ownership of the hospital industry. The government must therefore design rules to keep the hospital industry afloat. The hospital tax exemptions go a long way to keep hospitals functioning despite the tremendous constraints and burdens imposed on hospitals by the government.

The issue of whether the tax-exempt hospitals are “entitled” to their tax exemptions according to various ill-conceived parameters that the legislatures or the courts may entertain is missing a larger point. If the tax-exempt hospitals are not entitled to their tax exemptions according to the rules, then we simply need a new set of rules. Society simply cannot afford to allow hospitals to suffer any further financial impairment—the social consequences would be devastating. Further, because the government largely engineered the current hospital economy, it’s up to the government to ensure that the hospital economy keeps functioning. The hospital tax exemptions for all practical purposes simply must remain in place, regardless of how they are justified.

V. ORGANIZED LABOR'S ASSAULT ON TAX-EXEMPT HOSPITALS—EXPLOITATION OF THE CHARITY CARE ISSUE

The issue of whether tax-exempt hospitals deserve their tax exemptions has received increasing attention in the news media in recent years. Politicians and special interest groups have also directed more attention to this issue. Many hospitals and hospital chains have been the focus of intense media scrutiny because of public accusations that they provide inadequate levels of charity care to justify their tax exemptions.

The public focus on the tax-exempt hospital charity care issue has to a large degree been inspired, initiated and promoted by labor unions. Labor unions use the charity care issue, along with a variety of other issues, to harass and publicly embarrass hospitals in order to coerce hospitals to accept terms that facilitate the unionization of the hospital’s work force. Unions use their allies in the news media, in government, and among special interest groups to assist in these public assaults. These well-researched, well-financed, and highly organized public assaults are termed “corporate campaigns,” and they can last years until a hospital eventually capitulates. If a target hospital capitulates to union demands and the hospital’s work force is unionized, there is the tacit understanding that the corporate campaign will cease—notwithstanding, of course, whether or not the set of initial union “concerns” were redressed.

This innovative union strategy of cynically exploiting issues such as charity care, patient safety, etc. to promote public corporate campaigns against target hospitals has met with extraordinary success across the country. As these labor union assaults on hospitals become more pervasive and sophisticated, the financial health and, indeed the very viability of many hospitals may be threatened. The damage done to hospitals by these corporate campaigns is significant,
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and the increased operating costs and administrative inefficiency inherent with a unionized workforce will threaten the viability of many financially borderline hospitals. The deleterious consequences to quality of patient care and access to health care cannot be understated.

This paper will now describe some details of the process of work force unionization, and then will describe the history and the evolution of labor union corporate campaigns. This paper will then describe how corporate campaigns are implemented, how they have been conducted against hospitals across the country by cynically exploiting the charity care issue, and why they may lead, if unchecked, to further destabilization of our already over-stressed health care system.

A. The Process of Workforce Unionization

In the classic process by which a labor union unionizes a workforce, the union endeavors to convince employees to sign "authorization cards" which authorize the union to represent the employee. When the union obtains such signatures from at least 30% of the target firm's work force, the union presents the signatures to the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) and files a "petition for an election."

After approval of the petition, a meeting of the entire workforce is held during which the employees vote on whether or not to agree to allow the union to represent them. The elections are supervised by officials of the NLRB who are in attendance, the ballot is secret, and the results are counted and announced by NLRB officials immediately.

In exchange for representing workers against management, the union typically receives 2½ to 3 times the employee's hourly pay rate each month in union dues.

This process is difficult for the unions. The unions commonly fail in this process because the ballots are secret, and

---
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therefore the workers cannot be coerced during the actual election.\textsuperscript{163} Also, management is free to attempt to dissuade workers from agreeing to union representation.\textsuperscript{164}

As a strategic alternative to this process, modern unions often resort to the corporate campaign.\textsuperscript{165} The purpose of the corporate campaign is to pressure management into agreeing to dispense with the above process and instead agree to neutrality, card check, and master agreements—all of which offer much greater odds for union success.\textsuperscript{166}

Neutrality is a promise by management that it will not endeavor to dissuade its employees from voting for the union.\textsuperscript{167} This is an important factor, because management is consequently deprived of the benefit of lawyers and other consultants who have expertise in ways to defeat union organizing campaigns.\textsuperscript{168}

Card check is a process, allowed by law, by which management agrees that if the union can get greater than 50% of the employees to sign an agreement accepting union representation, management will voluntarily submit to the unionization of its work force without an employee election.\textsuperscript{169} In this process, instead of the government supervised secret ballot election during which workers cannot be coerced, the election is dispensed with and the union is allowed to confront workers individually to convince them to sign the agreement to union representation.\textsuperscript{170} The union, in this process, is allowed to confront workers in their homes and under a variety of circumstances that are not allowed under a NLRB-conducted procedure.\textsuperscript{171}

Master Agreements are agreements between unions and management in which a single overarching agreement is achieved rather than multiple smaller negotiations and agreements that individually cover only a limited segment of the firm’s work force.\textsuperscript{172} Master agreement are advantageous to unions because they increase

\textsuperscript{163} Id. at 23.
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union leverage—expiration of the agreement will involve a larger segments of the firm’s work force and place the firm in greater jeopardy.\textsuperscript{173}

Neutrality, card check, and master agreements are extremely advantageous to unions because they greatly simplify the union’s organizing efforts and they greatly increase the odds that the union will successfully organize the target company’s work force.\textsuperscript{174} The purpose of the corporate campaign, then, is to coerce management into agreeing to neutrality, card check and master agreements.\textsuperscript{175} This paper will now focus on the history and nature of the corporate campaign.

**B. The Origins of the Corporate Campaign**

Corporate campaigns did not start in the labor movement.\textsuperscript{176} The concept of the corporate campaign originated at the University of Michigan around 1965—the brain child of the local chapter of the radical Students for a Democratic Society (SDS).\textsuperscript{177} While some elements of the SDS morphed into the Vietnam War era “Weathermen” and the bomb-detonating “Weather Underground,” the SDS also had a more cerebral component.\textsuperscript{178} The SDS saw the corporation as being the critical entity that defines and maintains the social class structure in American society.\textsuperscript{179} Thus the SDS surmised that the corporation should be the principle target of attack in order to achieve its goal of radical social change.\textsuperscript{180} Furthermore, the SDS adopted the strategy of allying itself with labor unions, left-wing religious organizations such as the National Council of Churches, and other left-wing social activist groups of various sorts because through these other entities, the SDS’s efforts to achieve their agenda acquired an air of legitimacy.\textsuperscript{181}

These New Left coalitions began their assaults on corporations by conducting thorough research on the
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potential weak points of their targets.\textsuperscript{182} As one of their early policy manuals reiterated: Knowledge of such points gives us the leverage to challenge the system effectively with the means at our disposal. Sometimes even an apparently insignificant weakness can be effectively exploited. The public image of a corporation, for instance, can be important to its continued prosperity—investment, government contracts, employee recruiting, etc., can all be affected by a change in this image.\textsuperscript{183}

Gathering such information, in other words, is essential to uncover pressure points that can be used to attack and undermine the target corporation.

The SDS, thoroughly infiltrated by rabid Marxists, eventually disintegrated.\textsuperscript{184} But many of their distinguished alumni and disciples went on to grace faculties of universities, serve on legislatures, preside over the courts, man news media outlets, and infiltrate at least one major political party.\textsuperscript{185} Others became cherished consultants of the labor movement.\textsuperscript{186}

Saul Alinsky later refined the nascent tactics of the corporate campaign. Saul Alinsky was trained at the venerable University of Chicago, and he was the preeminent radical community organizer of the 1930s.\textsuperscript{187} By the 1960’s and 1970’s he was instrumental in assisting community activists in efforts to extract hiring concessions from prominent corporations, such as Eastman Kodak.\textsuperscript{188} In this vein,
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he wrote his “Rules for Radicals” which contain tactics which today are commonly employed by labor unions in their corporate campaigns.  

A sample selection is as follows:

1. Power is not only what you have, but what the enemy thinks you have.
2. Never go outside the experience of your people.
3. Whenever possible, go outside the experience of your enemy.
5. Ridicule is man’s most potent weapon.
6. A good tactic is one that your people enjoy.
7. A tactic that drags on too long becomes a drag.
8. Keep the pressure on.
9. The threat is usually more terrifying than the thing itself.
10. If you push a negative hard and deep enough it will break through into its counterside.
11. The price of a successful attack is a constructive alternative.
12. Pick the target, freeze it, personalize it, and polarize it.

C. The Corporate Campaign Comes to Organized Labor

The strategy of the American Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO), the pre-eminent umbrella union in the United States, had traditionally been to maintain strength and influence through political campaign contributions and to grow and organize through union elections and strikes. This strategy shifted when John Sweeney, an early advocate and practitioner of the corporate campaign, was elected to the presidency of the AFL-CIO in 1995. This strategy shift accelerated with the recent split of the Change to Win Federation (CTW) from the AFL-CIO. The CTW has largely abandoned traditional organizing and instead focuses its efforts on
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achieving card check and neutrality concessions from management through corporate campaigns.\textsuperscript{194}

The Service Employee International Union (SEIU) is one of the leaders of the CTW group of unions.\textsuperscript{195} The SEIU, along with the American Federation of State County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME), targets, among other entities, hospitals and health care conglomerates.\textsuperscript{196}

With today's corporate campaign strategy against hospitals, the unions launch, through a variety of means, a series of highly-publicized attacks on target hospitals that are designed to embarrass the hospitals and to discredit the target hospitals in the minds of the public.\textsuperscript{197} The goal of the corporate campaign: to coerce management into agreeing to neutrality, card check, and master agreements, at which point the union will call off the dogs.\textsuperscript{198}

Hospitals are logical targets for corporate campaigns.\textsuperscript{199} There are nearly 7 million health care workers in the United States, and labor unions are desperate to penetrate this sector in an era when national work force unionization has been plummeting.\textsuperscript{200} Moreover, health care jobs of the types involved require personal contact between the employee and the patient—therefore the jobs cannot be exported and union leverage is enhanced.\textsuperscript{201}

To wage the corporate campaign, the union uses its allies in the news media, government, and among special interest groups—the stark union motives are thereby blunted and the campaign acquires an appearance of legitimacy through the involvement of these other entities.\textsuperscript{202} The campaign involves economic, regulatory, legal, political and psychological warfare.\textsuperscript{203} The hospital's relationship with its community base is disrupted and the hospital's ability to conduct
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business is impeded.\textsuperscript{204} The message to the hospital is “We unionize your workforce, or we destroy your reputation.”\textsuperscript{205}

Often the complaint that the union presents to the public through the campaign is that a not-for-profit hospital is not doing enough charity work to justify its tax-exempt status.\textsuperscript{206} The hospital is often charged with harsh billing practices.\textsuperscript{207} Other issues that are exploited are patient safety and nurse-to-patient staffing ratios.\textsuperscript{208} The unions say that they simply wish to partner with hospitals to improve patient care and community service. Unionized hospitals, however, are not targeted for corporate campaigns. Furthermore, there is the clear understanding that the corporate campaign will cease when management accedes to neutrality and card check.

Union corporate campaigns against hospitals often involve the following tactics:\textsuperscript{209}

- Newspaper, television and internet reports criticizing hospital charges, collection and billing practices.
- Demonstrations and picketing by special interest groups.
- Federal and state and local governmental investigations, regulatory audits, and efforts to pass punitive legislation that focus on allegations that a not-for-profit hospital is not doing enough charity care to justify its tax-exempt status—thereby jeopardizing the hospital’s tax-exempt status.
- Efforts are made to block hospital Certificate of Need applications, thereby jeopardizing hospital capital improvement projects.\textsuperscript{210}
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• Class action lawsuits and charges of unfair labor practices that involve inadequate hospital staffing policies and consequent patient injuries.
• Allegations of discriminatory pricing and that lower levels of capital investment in poorer neighborhoods is motivated by racism.

This paper will now illustrate how unions have employed some classic tactics in the course of recent corporate campaigns against health care entities.

C. The Case of Catholic Healthcare West

The following case illustrates the Saul Alinsky principles "make the enemy live up to their own book of rules" and "ridicule is man’s most potent weapon." It also illustrates the modern union penchant for employing subversive allies from within the enemy’s camp as a potent weapon for undermining the enemy.

Catholic Healthcare West (CHW) is a chain of 48 hospitals in California, Arizona and Nevada. CHW is operated by the Sisters of Mercy and several other orders of Roman Catholic nuns. The SEIU turned up the pressure on CHW in 1998 by charging that, by resisting unionizing efforts, the Sisters were not living up to their Catholic values. The SEIU found a potent ally in this effort in none other than the National Conference of Catholic Bishops.

The SEIU charged at the assembly of the Catholic Health Association of the United States that Catholic doctrine requires a just workplace, and that it is not possible to have a just workplace without a union. The SEIU challenged the nuns on how the Church can take a stand supporting unionization for farm workers but not for health care workers.
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The SEIU carried the debate to full page ads in the New York Times and encouraged the faithful to engage Catholic Church officials in a "social justice dialogue." Articles appeared in the National Catholic Reporter illustrating quotes from Pope John Paul II supporting unionization. The SEIU extended the dialogue to ads on several cable television systems alleging that the nuns were betraying their Catholic principles. In keeping with the religious theme, the SEIU organized its campaign around prayer vigils, candlelight rallies, pilgrimages, and church services. They even conducted a rally when a Mother Superior visited a CHW facility. On a more secular note, the SEIU also endeavored to channel managed care contracts away from CHW.

The SEIU found potent allies within the Catholic Church to help hoist its banner. Monsignor George Higgins, a prominent advisor to the nation’s Bishops on labor matters, counseled the National Conference of Catholic Bishops that the nuns were out of line for hiring an anti-labor consulting firm. The Conference was persuaded. Sister Regina Williams, a prominent activist, accused CHW’s management of practicing “cafeteria Catholicism” in picking and choosing which Catholic principles they wish to uphold. Sister Mary Roch Rocklage, a CHW official, countered that “the Church does say that workers have a right to organize, it doesn’t say unions are the only way. There is a tendency to use sound bites from the Church’s teachings to beat up on us, saying we’re not following our own teachings.”

Nevertheless, after a lengthy battle, CHW eventually signed a master bargaining contract with SEIU covering its hospitals in California and Nevada.
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D. Confrontations in Chicago

Chicago has two major community hospital chains in the city and suburbs. Advocate Health Care has been targeted by SEIU. Resurrection Health, the largest Catholic health system in Chicago, has been targeted by the AFSCME. The corporate campaigns against these two not-for-profit hospital chains have been ongoing for several years.

Both unions are directing their attacks on the tax-exempt status of the hospitals by alleging that the hospitals are not providing adequate levels of charity care to the community and that the hospitals are engaging in harsh and punitive bill collecting practices. As we will see, both unions in Chicago employ the Saul Alinsky template that SEIU used successfully against Catholic Healthcare West and others.

SEIU has established an excellent web site cataloguing its corporate campaign against Advocate Health Care. SEIU maintains the Hospital Accountability Project which has published myriad studies charging that Advocate Health Care uses predatory collection practices against the uninsured and does not do enough charity care to justify its tax-exempt status.

The higher prices that the uninsured are charged—because they lack the insurance company negotiated discounts in exchange for volume that the insured enjoy—is characterized as "discriminatory pricing."
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SEIU has accused Advocate in multiple reports of “redlining,” meaning that it spends less on infrastructure and capital development in poor minority neighborhoods than it does in white affluent suburbs—a disparity motivated by racism. The SEIU apparently does not consider the fact that Advocate must compete with well-stocked suburban hospitals by maintaining comparable facilities in the suburbs as a valid explanation for the disparity.

SEIU picketed Advocate fundraisers and the homes of Advocate executives. Street theater is employed—hundreds of community and labor activists attempted to confront the Advocate CEO at a country club. In 2005 union operatives rounded up uninsured and homeless people and took them to emergency departments and instructed them to demand care.

Clergy, activists and an assembly of community groups are recruited to participate in street theater, to help embarrass Advocate, and to harass its executives. The coalition urged the applicable state agency to deny Advocate’s application for a Certificate of Need to build a new hospital. Holy Scripture is invoked to indict Advocate, but because Resurrection Health Care has more of a religious identity, the weight of Christendom was brought to bear on Resurrection even harder as will be documented below.
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Healthcare Employees Acting at Resurrection Together (HEART), a group of Resurrection Health Care employees, is the AFSCME organizing committee for Resurrection. \(^{245}\) HEART, like SEIU, also maintains an excellent on-line chronicle of its corporate campaign exploits.\(^{246}\)

A bond rating service allegedly felt that Resurrection’s financial prospects would be improved by a “resolution” of the labor dispute—HEART may have taken the liberty of applying their own spin on the meaning of the word “resolution.”\(^{247}\) HEART exhibits solidarity with major political figures—there are public pledges of support from state legislators as well as from U.S. Senators Obama and Durbin.\(^{248}\) AFSCME pressured a ballot vote in Evanston, Illinois to revoke the tax-exempt status of a Resurrection affiliate because of inadequate charity care—the measure failed.\(^{249}\) AFSCME also petitioned the Cook County Assessor and the Cook County Board of Review to revoke Resurrection’s tax-exempt status—those petitions failed too.\(^{250}\) A street demonstration with community groups on Martin Luther King Jr. Day was organized to protest alleged racial discrimination against hospital employees.\(^{251}\)
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HEART has met with state legislators to push for the enactment of hospital “safe staffing” legislation. Alleged hospital OSHA violations are publicized by HEART. Multiple reports and formal studies by AFSCME allege poor quality health care at Resurrection.

Resurrection Health Care, a Catholic institution, is suffering the bitter recriminations of its co-religionists, as did Catholic Healthcare West before it. Catholic and inter-faith religious leaders have been recruited to help HEART admonish Resurrection Health for violating its Catholic principles by resisting unionization. Dozens of prominent Catholic scholars and religious leaders have affixed their names in testament to Resurrection’s anti-union heresy.

While the struggle in Chicago is ongoing, organized labor has met with astounding success in their corporate campaigns across the country. To date, the work forces of health care giants such as Kaiser Permanente, Tenet, HCA, Catholic Healthcare West, and New York
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Hospital Association, among others, have been unionized through corporate campaigns.

E. Legal Challenges: Attorney General and the Trial Bar

Attorneys General around the country have been exerting various levels of pressure on tax-exempt hospitals over the charity care issue. Attorneys General in California, Ohio and Montana have been investigating the charity care records of tax-exempt hospitals. Attorneys General in Minnesota, New York, Kansas and Wisconsin are investigating pricing and collection practices of tax-exempt hospitals. The Minnesota Attorney General announced an agreement with all Minnesota hospitals regarding medical billing and debt collection standards.

Among the more aggressive Attorneys General on the hospital charity care issue is Lisa Madigan of Illinois. She has introduced legislation in the Illinois General Assembly requiring tax-exempt hospitals to, among other measures, spend 8% of their total operating costs on charity care. The Madigan legislation has the support of
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SEIU and AFSCME. In 2006, Lisa Madigan’s election campaign received significant monetary support from organized labor.

Incidentally, all of this commotion did not fail to attract the attention of the trial bar. Attorney Richard Scruggs, among others, have filed multiple class action lawsuits against hundreds of charity hospitals alleging that they charge the uninsured inflated prices, that they use abusive collection tactics, and that they provide inadequate levels of charity care.

VI. CONCLUSION

Tax-exempt hospitals in the United States are in a precarious position. They face threats and challenges from many quarters as they struggle to fulfill their mission to provide quality healthcare to the general population. Tax-exempt hospitals are for the most part struggling financially as they strain to serve under-insured populations in an environment of sharp reductions in reimbursements from both government and private payers.

Because of their fragile financial state, very few tax-exempt hospitals would be able to function adequately or even at all without their tax exemptions. As was illustrated above, however, their tax exemptions are under attack from political, governmental and social entities—entities that are instigated and motivated by cunning and malicious labor unions. The labor unions cynically exploit the charity care issue to serve their own ends—the unionization of the hospital’s
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workforce—a matter which ultimately has no bearing on the charity care issue.

Moreover, the tax exemptions of the hospitals are vulnerable to attack because of the dysfunctional and unrealistic legal requirements that hospitals must satisfy in order to qualify for the tax exemptions. Among the worst of many bad rules, as discussed above, is that the courts have declared that un-reimbursed care is charity care only when a decision is made to not bill the patient before care is rendered—bad debt expense cannot qualify as charity care.

This rule does not make sense because the vast majority of bad debt expenses constitute a hospital’s permanent and predictable burden to serve indigents people who are unable to pay. The prospect of conducting a financial analysis to verify that indigent patients deserve charity care before the care is rendered is unrealistic. Moreover, hospitals cannot be required to automatically forgive debt without making diligent collection efforts, because such a practice will naturally result in less incentive for the general population to purchase health insurance, and as a consequence more people will be uninsured.

Some judicial opinions on the criteria for tax exemption are simply shocking. The concept that a not-for-profit hospital may not make profits and that a substantial portion of the modern tax-exempt hospital’s revenues must come from donations betray a startling disconnect from reality.

The exclusive use criteria make tax-exempt hospital contracts with private entities risky because such transactions potentially jeopardize the hospital’s tax-exempt status. This rule needs to be liberalized to allow tax-exempt hospitals to engage in efficient, cost saving, and quality enhancing market based activity.

Also, the courts and the legislatures have not even defined how much charity care is necessary to qualify for tax exemption. This issue may even be moot since the government has regulated the health care system so much and has placed so many structural burdens on the health care system that taxing hospitals as if they were free market entities may not make sense. As the financial analysis suggested, the tax-exempt hospital system would most likely be devastated if the tax exemptions were revoked—and the result would be massive social hardship from the loss of the many societal benefits that tax-exempt hospitals provide.

All of these problems are then compounded by the cynical exploitation of the charity care issue by labor unions. Labor unions use the dysfunctional charity care rules to their advantage—since proper
criteria for the charity care exemptions are so ill-defined and poorly-conceived, tax-exempt hospitals become vulnerable to attack. The result is more risk, more cost, more distractions and more burdens on the already over-stressed hospital industry.

It is time for the state legislatures to engineer coherent and economically-sound tax exemption rules that hospitals can realistically comply with. It is also time for labor unions to stop exploiting the current dysfunctional tax exemption laws in their unjust, vicious and self-serving corporate campaigns against the nation’s tax-exempt hospitals—corporate campaigns that severely undermine struggling safety net hospitals and thereby threaten health care access for the most vulnerable members of society.